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Abstract 

Measurement of the properties of probing beams of coherent electromagnetic radiation 
yields essential information aboat the line of sight integrated plasma refractive index. We 
present a scalar diffraction treatment of forward angle scattering plasma diagnostics based 
on the diffraction projection theorem first presented by Wolf2 . New results are obtained for 
near field scattering from probing Gaassiaa beams and it is demonstrated that the effects 
of diffraction need to be addressed for tomographic inversion of near field scattering and 
interferometry data. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Line of sight integrated miasniimiinls of the plasma refractive index (forward angle scattering, 
intcrferometry, ahadowgraphy etc) have provided essential information for the diagnosis and un
derstanding of both the bnlk plasma properties (YOUNG e* dL (1984), HOWARD cf at (1987)] 
and mote recently, the naive of both magnetohydMyaamse (MHD) and tnrbnlant density fluc
tuation phenomena (e.g. JACOBSON (1982), NAZIKIAN and SHARP (1987), KMefl (1988), 
WEBEN ef «1 (1988)]. With the development of high spatial nsolntion diagnostics for den-
saty perturbation mtnuuimsnls, it is sanntial to nnderstand the effects of diffraction from high 
wavenumbcr spatial stractnras npon the detected was* held. In particular, the ccsawqpnncss for 
interferoroetry need careful examination. 

In this paper we describe n simple linear systems model of tb* ocular dintetion from refractive 
index irregularities in n plasma, The model, based on the HffncHam frmjuHam fecreem a* irst 
imsnled by W O V (19W), aoibrnrei nD e n r r ^ 
noetic techniques. The theorem hat fraud *7rt*wtiTi appHfatwn in swrh diverse fields as acoustic 
holography, medical imaging and seismic mapping pee KAK (1985) for further information]. It 
gives a new and intuitive insight into UM problem of scattering from plasnna fluctuations. General 
results obtained for plane wanes are extended to Gaussian beams, with particular emphasis on the 
near field properties of the scattered field. 

Sections 2 and 3 briefly outline relevant aspects of scalar diffraction theory. The diffraction 
projection tbsroem is disrussiri ia Sec 4. Attention is paid to the conditions under which the 
result can be validly applied to forward angle plasma scattering experiments with particular em
phasis on the Bom and Rytov approximations for weaaJy-jf««ra«Jmf media. We obtain a simple 
linear transfer function relationship between the *-space properties of the scattered field and the 
properties of the incident field and scattering medium. 

In Sec 5, properties of the scattered field for the idealised esse of plane wave illumination are 
considered. This leads nafeoally to an examination of the corespondecce between the behaviour of 
the scattered field and the properties of the scattering medium for certain limiting observational 
geometries. In this work we concentrate on the seer jEeM properties of the diffracted field where 
the phase information, iswntisl for producing an image of the source distribution, is preserved. 
The usual experimental case of Gaussian beam illumination is then treated in some detail (Sec 7). 
Numerical simulations relevant for imaging and multi-channel intericrometry jre presented in the 
final part of the paper. It is demonstrated that, in most cases, the effects of diffraction need to be 
addressed when attempting to tomographically infer density distributions from uterferometrically 
determined plasma phase shift measurements. 

2 DIFFRACTION FROM DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS 

Scattering of an incident monochromatic wave (wo = e*o. *o = 2ir/*o) from plasma inbomo-
geneities of spatial dimension A much larger than the plasma Debye length, and of frequency much 
lam than the plasma frequency, (e.g. plasma drift waves or niagnetdiydrodynamic (MHD) phe
nomena) is dominated by the collective motions of electrons which follow the macroscopic density 
variations [SHEFFIELD (1978)]. Provided the scale rise of these irregularities is greater than or 
comparable to the probing wavelength (A £ Ao) the scattering prc^em can be eonvenoentry handled 
in terms of the macroscopic diffraction of radiation from an inhomogeneous refractive medium. 

We consider the line of sight propagation of an arbitrary incident wave through an inhomoge-
neous, weakly fluctuating plasma. The electric field at position P(t), t • (z,y, t) ia taken to have 
the form 

!»(*,<) *Eo(r)exp(-iu'oO (2.1) 
where Eo(r) is the spatial distribution of the electric .leld. The propagation of the incident wave 
in the plasma is determined by the relative permittivity 7, , which is a complex tensor quantity 
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that varies with both position and time. In tht fallowing, we amum that the plasma is spa
tially inhomogeneoos, but othtiwiss tashns (transparent), non-magnetic and varying sufficiently 
slowty in time that retarded quantities caa bt evaluated at the observer tiine (low-temperature 
approximation) {SHEFFIELD (1975)]. 

The stated conditions ait satisfied for electromagnetic wave propagation in ordinary mode 
(BelBpiHM») for which, ignoring the effects of collisions, wa may write 

, = i - = ^ > . c r ( r , t ) = c r ( r , i ) = l - : = p ^ . (2.2) 

whan n«(r,i) is tht electron density, n«r = «J/(4*TV) it the critical density above which the 
incident electromagnetic wave is reflected and r, is the rlsasirnl electron radian. It will bt shown 
below that tht plasma can be regarded as weakly ffactaatu^ provided tliat tiie noraialised ekctron 
density * a = n^/nt, is small in a well denned sense. 

Tht want conation can be cxpneml in terms of tht electric displacement D = c»<rE as pACK-
SON, (1975)]: 

where 
t(t,t) = - V x V x [D(r,i)~ e0B(r,i)] (2-4) 

is the sceJfcrrue fottntimL Equation (2.3) is an inhomogeneoas Hdmholts equation. 
In free apace, f « 0, E = Eo and Eq. (2Z) reduces to the homogeneous Hefanholts equation 

(V* + «*)Bo = 0. (2.5) 

The general solution of Eq. (2.5) is a linear superposition of plane waves (Sec. 3). 
The total field E at any point in the medium consists of both the free space (incident) and 

scattered contributions 
E = Eo+E,. (2.6) 

Tht solution of the inhomogeneous wave equation for E*s obtained using standaH Green's function 
techniques. Provided P(r) is in the niuition tout (*o \r-t'\> 1) the scattered component can 
be exprea*d as (est e.g. [SURKO and SLUSHER (1980)]) 

E,(r,i) = -**expH<*i ) / eVn(r',i)[qx(qx £(•))] *(r,*0 (2.7) 
JVr 

where eV = aVaVaY, V> is the volume occupied by the plasma electrons, q is a unit vector 
pointing from the point /"(r7) in the plasma to the observer at P(r) and 

* f o ° S 4ir|r-^| ( 2 J ) 

k> the Green's function. Since E appears in the right side of Eq. (2.7) a closed form solution for the 
integral equation does not exist. A number of perturbation techniques for obtaining approximate 
solutions for E, (specifically the Bom and Rytov approximations) are discussed in Sec. 4.1. 

for small angle forward scattering, the vector triple cross product in the integrand of Eq. 
(2.7) varies little ovet the scattering volume, taking an approximately constant value -E. In this 
approximation the electric held can be treated as a scalar quantity. The conditions under which 
this simplification is valid have been considered by [CLIFFORD (1978), LEE and HARP (1989), 
STROHBEHN (1968)]. Writing E(r,f) * Eo«(rf <) where Be =|ED | EO, the total scalar electric 
field becomes 

« M ) • *,(*,<) + «»(r,i) (2.9) 
'aaeafter ittnpijr nfamd to at the detail? 
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the incident ieU v»(r,f) = «M»«p(-jfa*f) istietw the free spare scaler Hefanhelts «%i 
and the scattered f«U 

«,(r.f) = j f «V / ( • , l ) f ( r , tO . (210) 

to the scalar iahnmofiaws Hehnholts equation with scattering pot—tie! 

/<r,f) = «j»<r,iW*.i). (2-11) 

3 FREE SPACE PROPAGATION 

For arbitrary iacidft radiation propagating in tis positive * direction with wsveuumbcr e» the 
wave field •» ia the plaae * = 0 can be dtecmpostd into its iajcklewk "BBtolar speetrmn''[GOOD
MAN (1968)]: 

iU(«.,*v:0) « JJ~ m4zt,m;0)fap[-}{kmZi + kf9t)\i*t*» (14) 

* *(*. ,*,) (3.2) 

where s* aad K denote spatial co-ordinates ia the incident plane (hm taken as r = 0 and denoted 
bynbscript V),(c,,^)anwa*tawnb«»inU>eipa^ 
has been ignored. Satisfaction of the wave equation requires thai the Fourier amputate Ag satisfy 
• sseond order ordinary differential equation whose sohrtlon in some plane x can be expressed in 
terms of tlie angular components A< at the incident plane as 

M^,^*)=n^;*)M^,fh) (") 
where 

* ( * , ; * ) sexpf jM) (3.4) 
is the free space transfer function or propagator [SHEWELL and WOLF (1968)] aad the component 
of wave vector k in the s direction is given by 

k, = i&-kl-ltf17. (3.5) 
The operator ft can be regarded M a Inear, disperse For **+«»> 
*$, kt is imaginary and the waw. n evanescent. In See. 4 we derive a similar expression for the 
scattered wave field. 

The free space field at some arbitrary plane x can be obtained from the incident angular spec
trum Aj(*„*r) by taking the inverse two dimensional Fourier transform of the transfer (unction 
relation Eq. (3.3). If Aj consists of a single component (*o» «0f), of amplitude oo, the disturbance 
at P(r) is given by 

•aCM) = oo«xp [/(ko^ - t**)] (3.«) 

which is a Diane wave propagating with c U i e e t i w e o i f a w W f e - ^ . ^ . ^ - ^ - * ^ ) 1 ^ / ^ ' 
The amplitudes M *« mixed space and wavenumber quantities. The full three dimensional 

transform of an arbitrary incident field is given by 

IMk) « 2# M**,W% - ( *?-*?- ty") (3-7) 
where 6 leptesents the Dime delta function. A single plane wave is represented by a point on a 
sphere in reciprocal space (the Ewald sphere) which is centered on the origin and has radius *o. 
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4 THE DIFFRACTED WAVE FIELD 

We now eeek an equivalent wavenaaabei apaee njinwalatiua to Eg. (&3) for the scattered wave 
ampfitude. The deartd relation, given first by WOLF (1909) and knoeia aa the Offntti— pre-

traaafonn of the scattering potential. For the special cam of plane wave illumination, aad ia the 
bait of aero wavelength, the reaak redness to the well known "central dice" theorem for aen-
<JMfc«#iM£ toneagraphk ravaging. The proof of the diffraction piojnlion theorem rote OB the 
aaeamptioa that the acatteriag ia weak ia a sense to be made dear below. 

Although the eolation Eq. (8.7) to the hwamwaanaoae wave enuaftsaa contains the unknown 
scattered i*M oa both aides, when the mediam it "weakly fiwliiatiag", aa approximate eolation 
can be obtained aring pertarbatioa tedunqaae. Two widely employed aad laccaaifal approaches 
are the Bern anpromnMftion which expands the wave fidd ia eerie, form: 

asaa + a i + «* + . . . (4.1) 

and the J^expene ioo , in which it k the exponent of «that k developed as a aeries: 

a s e x p f o + * + • * + . . . ) . (4.2) 

The Bora epproxhnation represents aa additive perturbation of the incident field whik the Rytov 
ci pension k moltiplicative in natare. It will be shown in See. 4.1 that the first order Rytov 
eolation indades the Bom appwarimatioa as a spedd case, but in many drcumstaaces yields a 
superior solution for the scattered wave emplita.de [ISHIMARU (1978)]. Perhaps more importantly, 
however, the validity of the solution k subject to considerably leas stringent conditions on the 
strength of the scattering medium than its Bom counterpart [GOODMAN (1985)]. 

The diffraction projection theorem k the wavenumber space solution to the inhonwgeneous 
Hdmbolts equation ia the first order Bom approximation and k rtkraawri in Sec. 4.2. 

4.1 The Weak fluctuation Approximation 

Keeping terms only op to first order in the Bora expansion Eq. (4.1) and substituting into the 
scalar inhoinogeneous wave equation gives (TATARSKI (1967)]: 

(V 8 + * 0 > , = *0

!i»vo (4.3) 

where the second order term fcfnm can be neglected provided that [ «i/«o I $ n . To appreciate the 
meaning of thk approximation, consider the wave to be normally incident upon a plasma "blob" 
of dimension ~ A and density n = »«/««,. The difference in phase between the inddent (ti©) and 
transmitted (uo + « » ) b e a m s i t ^ e ( i - e 0 ) A where k~«o(l-*»/2) kthe wavenumber in the 
placma. In order that u, be small we must have Ad> < w requiring that 

! » < * / * » (44) 

where K = 2»/A. The maxiinuin tolerable density perturbation therefore depends upon the 
dimension of the inbomogenrity. 

The first order solution to the mhomogeneous wave equation k given by 

«i(M) * j T a¥/k(r'.i)#(»»r0 (4.5) 

with 
/i(r fl)-»iiH>,<)Ks(r,<Mr), (4.8) 
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The iatagnl limits is Eq. (4.5) have beta extended to infinity through the introduction of the 
plasma volume function: 

r(r) = 1 r € r > (4.7) 
= 0 otherwise. 

The eolation t> identical to Eq. (2.10) but far the replacement of «(r\i) by the incident field 
vo^f ) in the integrand (compaie Eqe. (2.11) and (4.6)). 

We DOIT introduce the Rytov transformation (Eq. (4 .2)) into the scalar wave equation and 
retain only terms up to first order in the complex phase a\ The solution can be written as 

« = ««cxp(*i) (4.0) 

with the incident wave given by «, = exp(u«). It can be verified that d* must sauny the first 

W , + 2VnVVuS = ft2n(r.l)T(») (*•») 
where the term(VuS)2 has been neglected. Omitting tins quantity • valid provided 

(VuS)»««in. (4.10) 

For our plasma "blob" we take | V«H h Ad/A md 4fea»ov*<oaditioa becomes 

n<Cl (4.11) 

which is independent of the scale site of the inhomogeneities. The Rytov approxhnation would 
certainly appear to be superior to its Bora counterpart for forward angle scattering applications, 
and especially interfcroroetry, where the condition A/4* < 1 is strongly satisfied. A useful compar
ison of the limitations of the two approximations in diffraction tomography applications is given 
by [SLANEY, KAK and LARSEN, (1984)]. The solution to Eq. (4.9) for the first order Rytov 
phase can be obtained as [ISH1MARU (1978)): 

aS - 21 

= «^/l* 7 , ( r''' )' ('' r' )' (412) 

Tn this paper we consider the plasms to be weakly fluctuating in the sense defined by either 
E .̂ (4,4) or Eq. (4.11) so that only firtt order approximations to the scattered field u, or Rytov 
phage y art wcesmry. We therefore take u, m m, *>, m #>i and / a / i with the total scattered 
field in Mm Born approximation given by 

a#»«o + », (4.13) 

and for the Rytov approximation 

tijt s «oexp(^) 

= « o e x p ( ^ ) . (4.14) 

Clearly, any valid result for «, can be extended to the first order Rytov solution *v through the 
relation Eq. (4.14). In fact, the first two terms in the expansion of the exponential factor in Eq. 
(4.14) give die Born solution Eq. (4.13). The Rytov solution is generally regarded as superior to 
its Born counterpart, however, because of the higher order terms contained in the exponential. 
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%^a Manmmo signats ana t a t nytov fnase 

The pluses #% —d d»» are, in general, complex quantities For example, for an incident plane wave, 
the complex phaae can be written at d* = Xo + j*» when xo — !••» (the loe^amplitude) and 
Po sskoJt—w©i (total phaae). The reel and imaginary parts of dy can be obtained from the rust 
order solution Eq. (4.14) at 

= *(£)+&*-*) (4.15) 
where ax and p * are the amplitude and phase of the field u«. We now relate yV, to quantities 
which can be measuwd experimentally. 

Mixing of the scattered fitjhtarnplitadeujt with a suitably chosen local oscillator in anon*linear 
(square-law) detecting element can be used to produce rmasunsble photo-currents (HOLZHAUER 
and MASSIG (19TB)] that can be related to the propertias of the scattered field. For simplicity, 
assume a local oscillator related to the incident field «e(r) exp (-jw»f) by 

«u>(r,f) = o«s(r)exp -j(uuot + dio)- (4.1«) 

Here a is the ratio of the wave amplitudes, wu> = wo — ftio * the local oscillator frequency with 
ALO C we the intermediate frequency and 4%o '» *n arbitrary constant phase difference. The 
detected photo-current is proportional to the intensity | UJI + VLO I S which bus a time varying 
component 

i = to rta»(2x.) + 2aexp(x,)coa(* -f lu>t-rLo)J (4.17) 
where to(r) =|«o(r)| 2 »the incident beam intensity. We immediately note that in the absence of a 
local oscillator beam (bomodyne detection), only intensity fluctuations arising from the diffraction 
of the phaae perturbed incident beam are observable: 

i = ioexp(2x.) = «3.. (4.18) 

On the other hand, the phase <p, can be determined rree of contamination from amplitude fluc
tuations when either %, is small or QLO > 0 where D represents a typical plasma component 
frequency. In the latter case, p , can be recovered at the lero clearings of t'(r,t). 

For the phase scintillation interferometer [NAZ1KIAN and SHARP (1987)], OLO = 0, * io = 
*/2 and provided |x#|, W>\< 1> the fluctuating part of the detected signal is 

»' = « o k . + « * > . ] • (4.19) 

In this case, unless either diffraction effects are small \\, | < | p , | or the local oscillator is strong 
a > 1, intensity variations can significantly affect the measured signal. 

Clearly, the real and imaginary parts of d> in the weak scattering limit can be related to 
measured intensity and phaae fluctuations on a coherent probing beam. Because of these properties, 
we make extensive use of the first order Rytov phase. 

4.3 The Diffraction Projection Theorem 

The diffraction projection theorem relates the three dunenrioosJ transform of a weakly scattering 
transparent medium to the »-space properties of the diffracted wave. This relationship allows the 
extraction of some three dimensional information about the refractive index distribution though, 
in jreneral, many directions of illumination are required to accurately characterise the scattering 
medium. 

The statement of the diffraction projection theorem for a weakly diffracting medium and for 
conditions under which the scalar wave equation is valid is: 
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• • — ^ . • ^ - ^ ~ - < V t ^ r ^ ! E ^ ' I W ^ f ^ ^ ' * 

Tluu*fmiargitttnm»f1k*finmri»catUrtiJfcl4ima»m*pk*cxowUidetk»i 
five* lee aifaeea/tfte terse Hmtiummtl Ftmntr f w t / i r i • / ike $c*tterim§ safeafief 
ea a ftcHtsfpecncw estyeef ia lee spasmf jlntaacacy i 

We ehetch the proof of the diffraction projection tbeonm below. The r~.der ie referred to the 
original pieseatatioa by [WOLF (1860^ ee ndl as wotb by (IfUEUER et at (1071) ead KAK 
(1985)] far more comniahiaaiw toielmile b the derivation that follow., we maintain the ar
bitrary nature of the incident field distribution. The mora general malt is then rodaced to the 
•pedal cat of plaawwavsinaimaatinaofthafJaemsiaSec. 5 aad to Geaaiiia beams ia Sec 7. 

Now eoander Eq. (4 J) fa the atattaiad ecalar ahetrie Md. For a point mate* at J**/), the 
Gnea'e inaction eolatioB to the wave eaaataoa ia a fiat epaca epfcjerkd wave expaading aboat P* 
(fee Eq. (24)). Tha •pherieal wave bee the following plaaa wave dtcotnposition (BANOS J986): 

f(».O*^/jT^fe«p{i[M«-«0+*,(»-^)+ft.l*-*'0} «-») 

warn*. » ( •? -*£- f t* )* / 3 . Now let as choose tha coordinate origin (incident plane) so that 
the phwnaoeeapiaB tha region 0 < ** < L. This choke will pa** coavaakat in tha dwt—ioa 
to follow. Siace wa aie oaly inHiastid ia forward •talnywi radiation, the imemwmH plane is 
cboeea beyoad the plume (s > I) . Tha dintetion geowrtry (m moidest pleaa wave ilhuninatioa 
willaetratedmFig. 1. 

Now insert thr above expreaaoa far siatoEq. (4.6) (br »,. Since / it aero when * > L we nay 
leplac* | * - r* | by * - «* to obtaia after i 

».(M)« ^ / j T j - j ^ e a p l j M j T aV/(^t)e*p(-jk.r'). (4.21) 

The rightmost integral ia recognised ea the epatial Fonrier transform of the prodact of the plasma 
dtaeity distribution, the incident wave held, and the plaamm vohnna function r. The ecattered 
wave field can be mote compactly < 

« . ( M « T / / j C ^ * r e ] i p U ( , t ' r " w < ) 1 F ( k , w ) ( 4 2 2 ) 

where / denotes the Fourier tnnafbnn of the ecattering potential. 
The main result follows eaeity by taking the two dimenaional Fourier transform over * and y 

to obtafa the aiigalar spectrum of u, in the planer: 

A.(K.,K9,U;X) = G(*,;*)F(K,V) (4.28) 

where 

**>'')'T^T^'fa* *) <*.«) 
ie the two dimensional Fourier traneform of the Green's function e with 

* * («*• «ri««) 1*1*** (4.26) 
«. - ( » | - ^ - ^ ) 1 / 8 . (4») 

Notice that the transfer function Q is the same as the free spat* propagator H (Eq. (3.4)) apart 
from an imaginary factor. Thus an angular spectral component of the total Bora field can be 
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Figure 1: Ditncfioa avowjrtiy far tbe case of {addest plane wave ataanaaifca of the pbmu. The 
•attend w*v« Add b annaied fai M M arbitrary ska* *. 

where tbe vector * repnsenta tbe scattered wave vector. As * , and *, vary between -*o and 
to (propafatiiif eoinponents), the vector « i s confined to tbe hemispherical surface in reciprocal 
space that is centered on the origin aad has radios *o-

Suppressing, for the moment, tbe time dependence, the spatial Fourier transform of the seat-
tering potential is given by the convolution theorem as 

where U0 ietbe Fourier transform of tbe incident field (Eq. (3.7)) and 

is proportional to tbe three dimensional convolution of tbe transform TV * N,/n*t of the deter
ministic electron density distribution with the Fourier transform 7 of tbe plasma volume function 
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r. The n w w a t t WIMW ileineat is «TC = 4K.dKt4K.. Whea Vp ia larg- compared with a 
typkal (actuation wavelength, T approao^ 
tioa r caa be regarded aa the point aprtad or warn inarm impulse leapoaai, aad represents the 

g fa ?-..,— 1 , 1 » ^•K,B^aBBa«aiaaa*nV^aB> • . * ^m4\ n*^ • • • • I I B M I • «a^ad>^MhK M n i i ' • • *>nk aV An. — -*-

resolution ia aHo degraded by aa aagalar spread of incident wê enuBabers. 
Piaally, when only a pottioa of the total Bora acatteted asM » meenused due to the pnoeace of 

a aa aperture in the detectioa plane, t*w eompated angular apectmm Eq. (4.23) ia a convolution 
of A, with the tranafarm £(*«,«»;«) of the two dimcnBiPSjal aperture fua«tka #(ff,*;z): 

^ = ^ S Jj^^*£. (4.30) 

5 PLANE WAVE ILLUMINATION 

UittanowwehavuccnaJcwredafsnereimcnc*^^ 
for the aeattered field become, very ample whea the uxkleat radiatwa ia the aiag) 
composes k. = (ft*,, ft*,,**,) (c£ Eq. (3.6)). la Una case Eq. (4.23) redacaa to a form 
to that fust presented by [WOLF (1971)]: 

A,(ft«,«.,w;s) * 6{*.;x)Fo(m. - ko.w - « • ) (5.1) 

where the transform of the plane waive ecatteriag potential w denoted /* and ia given by 

F ^ , Q ) = *|a,^(K,0) (5.2) 

aad the density Fourier componeat is 

(K,0) = ( * - k , , « - « e ) . (5 J) 

The result is illustrated ia Fig. 2 for the JIT. IT, plaae assuming, ft*, = 0. 
The forward scattered wave vector m has on a hemispheie which passa* throagh tbtorigiaaBd 

has centre (—ft**, 0, -ft**). The axis of the hemisphere MmadircetioBaomialtothaBW&eatenient 
plane. The equation of tlsrhainisphcricals^ 
relation Eq. (5.3) together with thecondition |k,M*«|. TWresnhing vector relation wiDuatratad 
ia the figure. The scattering angle i, is given by the familiar Bragg equation: 

which for small angles becomes 9, s K/kt, K *|K|. 
An analogous ft-spec* result caa also be derived for the plaae wave Rytov phase. Substituting 

Eos. (3.0) aad (4.21) for *o and «, into uipisaafoa Eq. (4.12) for s>« aad Fourier transforming 

t.(*. ,«, ,n;*) • *(«,;*)#(*, O) (**) 
where we have introduced the Rytov phase propagator 

* (« . ;* )* ^ e x p t f t f , * ) . (6.0) 

A strong similarity to the result for A, is evident. Indeed, for plane wave illumination, the Fourier 
•pace relation between the Born and Rytov solutions is given by 

t , «*o«P( - i*o ,*M, (5.7) 

where we have used the relation «, * ft*, + K, (Eq. (5.3)). 
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j ^ . - w n ' , «--• ^%*J<&'V¥&a**l?^*',f&M 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram •bowing the semi-drcalar alios in the Foariu traasfcxm plane KtK, along 
which the vane of the traasform of the pbama deasitjr diatribe tioa w determined by the aagular apectrun 
>4, of the radiatioe acattcred bom an iaddeat plane wave. 

In principle A, (or • , ) can yield information about the electron density dietribution to a 
wavenumber bandlimit of 2* 9 . By changing the angle of illumination (or detection), the entire 
transform up to thie limit is accessible. In practice, a number of factors including restricted 
diagnostic access, reduce the available bandwidth, or allow only a small portion of the frequency 
plane to be examined. Diffraction tomography ie of limited usefulness in such circumstances. More 
fundamentally, however, the condition under which Eq. (2.10) and hence the result Eq. (4.23) is 
valid, requires that the scattering angles be small enough that depolarisniion effects can be ignored 
(scalar theory). We now consider the behaviour of the transfer functions Q, H and ft for small 
scattering angles &30°. 
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• LIMITING FORMS OP TUB DIFFRACTED FIELD 

In See. 4.J it was ahowa that the aapcrturbtd (incident) and scattered angular spectra than the 
commoB propagator H{*ttz). We aow indicate the tum-fiJi limiting forms for the propagator 
aad the ahnpKnVatkwi to the theory that fellow. Initially, wa sssami plaae a n t fflimnnation 
k m (0,0,*,) of the scattering medium. The near field behaviour of the etattend field in the can 
of Gaussian beam iBummatioa ia ——»«!—«»in See. 7. 

6.1 Parabolic Apptoaianakioa. 

For small angle scattering ft, for the scattered field can be approximated to second order by 

,,.1,-^Si,,. (6.1) 

This parabolic approximation to the hemispherical surface in e-tpsce is illustrated in the K9 - K, 
plane in Fig. 4. The approximation ia valid when the residual phase contribution from higher 
order terms is much less than one radian. Tbia requires 

« o * « ( A n j r ) - a (6.2) 

where AOjr is the solid angle of contribution of scattered radiation from the fluctuating component 
K at point P(t) aa depicted in Fig. 3. Since «, « *o + KM, by analogy we write *p s *o + Kr 

Kr m -(K* + K,s)/2a, m -2*/zF (6.3) 

and «/• ia the Freand length for diffraction from density perturbations of wavenumber A i » 
(** + **)*/». 

Figure 3: Coae of forward scattend rays received at the obssrvatiea positioa P 

The ne*r field condition Eq. (6.2) is the same aa that required for Fresnel approximation of the 
Green's fuii-.'?on in die spatial domain. In the latter case, however, the solid angle subtended JL P 
ia determined by the dimensions of the scattering volume rather than the wavelength A * 2*/Kj. 
of the scattering fluctuation. When the near field condition is satisfied, the propagation transfer 
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functions are replaced by their parabolic approximations obtained by eetting K, = KF in the 
exponent and «, = ** in the denominator. For example, the Rytov phaaa propagator % becomes 

KriKr,z) = ^a*(jKrt). (8.4) 

The parabolic approximation to the /ret space field n» ia obtained by mverse Fourier transform 
of Eq. (3.3) with H replaced by its Presnel counterpart Hr- By the convohition theorem 

«e(r,<) s nfkr 

with the FremcJ kernel 

The parabolic approximation ia especially suited to the study of Gaussian beams which maintain 
their form under Fresnd tranJonn. 

Ihe parabolic approximation to the saMerti field can also be cast in a Fresnd integral form 
similar to Eq. (6.5) for the free apace field. We prefer, however, to represent the scattered field as 
the superposition of beams identical to the incident field but diffracted from the medium at angles 
determined by the spectrum of the scatterer. The resulting expression, which is inspired by the 
well known Abbe diffration theory, is intuitively more appealing than the direct Presnel integral, 
and .wrves as a platform for later work. We first isolate the incident field by combining Eos. (4.22) 
and (4.28) to obtain 

*w.^£ j*,*m/£*5£«,(MW.-») («.T) 
where, for notational ease, the time dependence has been suppressed. In die parabolic approximn-
tion the trajectory of the plane wave component (0,0, *o) of the incident field diffracted from the 
perturbation Kr = (KM,K„Kr) is 

* = ( * , y ) = ( , - | f . ( z - 0 , y - ^ ( * - * ' ) ) (6\8) 

where, as usual, J is the coordinate of the feature (Kg, Kw) in the plasma. Expanding UQ using 
the Fourier representation Eq. (3.7), transforming to the more natural "trajectory" coordinates 
(i,y) and integrating then gives 

« . ( r ) » j f * « V y y " ^ e x p ( i K i . p ) ^ ( ^ ; * - * / ) ^ P ( K x ; * / ) « o ( p ; * ) . (6.9) 

where we have introduced the notation K A = (K„ K,), p = (», y) and oTCx = dK,dKt. We have 
also elected to write 

#(*"'')* £ ^ ( K I ; * > E J ' ( K A ; * / ) («10) 

where Af(K±,,s') is the 1-D inverse Fourier transform of N(K) and Ej» is the two dimensional 
transform of the plasma aperture function op(p\ f) at position s': 

r(r) - <rp(r,t)n(*); (6.11) 
n(») s i O<KL 

» 0 otherwise. 
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The equivalent c-epace repreeentatioa for a, can be obtained aa 

A.(au.w;a)-0H««;<)'("r.w) («•») 

where ttp = (K±,KP) and Qr • the Preenel approximation for Q. The correspondence with the 
more rigoroaa remit Eq. (4.23) ia dear. 

Equation (6.9) indicate* that coiwiapondiag to each density spectral component Kx there it a 
diffracted wave «o(p; x) identical in form to the incident field, and that the held a, is the superpo
sition of all each suitably weighted contributions. The power of the cxpwaiion for evaluating the 
field scattered from a thin weakly diffracting phase sueen ia demonstrated in a later paper. The 
result also allows amy evaluation of tha Rytov phase for Gaussian beam ilhnninatinii as shown in 
Sec 7. 

With «>, = Xt +ip« = **/*0i the real and imaginary parts of the plane wave Rytov phase can 
be obtained using Eq. (6.9): 

where we have defined 

Kx(Kr;x) = ^m(KFt) (6.14) 

^(Kw) = ^ cos (*,*). (6.15) 

Fourier transformation of Eq. (6.13) gives the transfer function result 

•,(Ki,G;z) = Kr(KF;*)N(Kr,Q). (6.16) 

This can be compared with the more general result Eq. (5.5) for the transform of the plane wave 
Rytov phase. 

6.2 Raman-Nath Scattering 

The a-space analysis of weak diffraction phenomena provides an intuitively very powerful tool for 
relating the scattered wave field to the structural properties of the plasma. Consider, for example, 
a quasi-monochromatic plasma wave propagating with mean wavenumber Ka in a slab of thickness 
Ax normal to the incident plane wave. This component is conveyed by the scattered field according 
to the strength its transform at the intersection with the circular arc denning the kens of allowable 
scattered wave vectors. Since the spectral width AK, ~ 2*/Ax/ represents the nunirmun distance 
over which the transform JV" can change significantly, the narrower the structure the greater will 
be the domain of its transform in the dimension K,. Recalling thai 0 < tf < L it » therefore 
sufficient that the inequality \Kr [As' <\Kr\L~\Kr | /Atf r & 1 be satisfied for the density 
wave be sensed by the probing radiation (see Fig. 4). Here AKT ~ 2#/L is tha spectral width of 
the s-component of the point spread T. 

When the quantity Q=\Kr\L'u sufficiently small the transform N(K) can be approximated 
to first order as 

fi(K,,(l)mJ *V(l-iJr>aOtf(KXlQ;*0. («•") 
Q is the Klein-Cook parameter [KLEIN and COOK (1967)] and the Raman-Nath scattering regime 
occurs when Q< 1. The condition Q > 1 corresponds to Bragg scattering. Because 0 < I < s the 
Raman-Nath criterion if almost always well satisfied for near field scattering and interfcrometry 
experiments and in essence requires that amplitude fluctuations on the probing beam inside the 
plasma be negligible. 
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram showing the parabolic approximation to the semi-circular arc in the 
region of the origin for the caw of an incident plane wave. The shaded areas show the dominant 
regions of the Fourier transform of a quan-monochromatie plasma wave having Q & 1. 

6.3 Geometric Optics 

In die geometric optica approximation (TATARSKI (1967)] the free space transfer function Hp is 
expanded to first order as 

Hr (*ri z) * exp 0*o*)(l + jKF*). (6.18) 
This approximation is valid whenever | A> | x < 1, or alternatively, when 

« o * < ( A O i r ) - 1 (6.19) 

is satisfied (c.f. Eq. (6.2)). In the *Hn new field terms of first order in Kr* are also ignored so 
that diffraction effects are entirely negligible and the propagated free space field is identical to the 
incident field. 

Now consider the behaviour of icatiered field (as described by the plane wave Rytov phase) in 
this limit. Satisfaction of the condition Eq. (6.19) is obtained when the observation plane x is 
sufficiently close to the plasm* or by restricting attention to small enough scattering wavenumbers. 
Since 0 < tf < z, the geometric optics approximation necessarily implies diffraction in the Raman* 
Nath regime. Expanding the propagator ftr to first order in Kpt, and with the first order 
Raman-Natb approximation for ft, inverse Fourier transform over Kt, K9 and Q gives for the 
imaginary part of if>, 

^(t^m-r.Xoj dz>n,(g,y,z,;t). (6.20) 

where second order terms have been neglected. The effect of the higher order terms (diffraction) 
is examined in Sec. 9. The phase <?, represents a retardation of v/t relative to the phase of 
the incident wave. The result is valid in the Rytov approximation which, assuming the medium 
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varies smoothly, caa be written aa w, « *»L whan tha right head aide M the phase shift of the 
uapertarbed wave, wabaomte terms the phase *>, can be large. The fbarier transform of ?• fives 
the valae of / / ia tha plane*, =0 . Thkk jam a restatement of tha well known "central dice" 
thaotem far tomofraphic imaging (BRACEWELL (1979)] mad the imam of tbe scattered field in 
tha plane * k a gaoaaetric are/eerie* of the ikaaity distribution. 

The Rytov phaai haa a leal part which caa be evahiatad ia a ahnilar fashion a« 

X.W = £;£&(' ~ «0 VW«,f.O (6*) 

Thia tenn represents ampihade fiuctnations ariaiag a* a malt of diffraction and interference of 
the plaae wave ccenpoasnta tonetitating the total scarred wave Said. Amptitade fiactaatioos 
ate aeghgible ia the ahia aear laid of the dnfttcn'nf nVvcfore. Away from thia tegioa, however, 
the intensity scintillations caa be mtasutsd (shadewffafk efranostk technique) and related to the 

7 GAUSSIAN BEAMS 

In ecattering experimeata, tbe probiag beam produced by a laeer or solid state aoarce almost 
invariably haa a Gaaaaiaa power profile. The field dietribation at tbe waiat x = XQ of sach a beam 
propagating along the s-axk caa be written [SIEGMAN (1971)] 

"*<"•*»'> s jSh;"* (~si) -**&•* -^>i ( 7 1 ) 

where w 0 ia tbe beam half width at the 1/c point of the intensity profile 4 . Noting that/>=|p|~ 
Wo, and since the observation dktaace * is asaaDy aignifieaBtly greater than w 0, we obtain the 
propagated Gaussian beam in tbe parabolk approximation from tbe inverse Fourier transform of 
HTAQ where AQ is the angnlar spectrum of the field at the waist. The propagated field k 

where we have denned 

and tbe Rayleigh length XR » *ow$ is the frasjart length for diffraction from an aperture of width 
~ wo. It caa be confirmed that ua{p,x + xi) » hr(p,x\)**o(p,*) ao that tbe Gaussian retains 
its form in the pambofic approximation. 

An expression for tbe first order Gaussian beam Rytov phase fa can be obtained by dividing 
Ec*. («.9) and (7.2): 

M*,t) * £& j T $$ «P(0Kx*) «o(A>;f (0 #(K x;* ,,i). (T.4) 

The Gaussian Rytov phase propagator 

*o(Kr,',*')* ^«xPii((K* . 0 * f ( r - i T ! <W) 

*Tht beam pwm • newialiii J far power §em it * •$ 
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ia identical to Up but far a complex fetor ft that ia ( i i a by 

A*.*',*) ! + «-<,)» < 7 6 > 

* TtC-Ol l+XC-Cb) ] (7.7) 
with nonnalised coordinates 

( * * / * C = *7*« <o = «./**• (7 J) 
IU|uaiic«i (7.4) can alao be cast a a ccwvohrtkm form analogous to 

*r(**) = jfVjT«yM^-/te*.0»^.*') (W) 

is the Gaaaaian frame! kernel. Equations (7.4) and (7.10) haw also ben derived by pSHBfARU 
(1989)]. fbr plane wave iBmninatkw ftfc.x'jzo) - 1 and Eq. (7.4) reproduces tbe plane wave 
Rytov phaae Eq. (6.13). Separating «\? into its real and imaginary parte gives 

5&8 } • ̂  H^»^'^m^.i) (7.u) 
where we have denned 

J 5 f f i ; J l S » 0 }««*P( i^x.p)Wo(^;x ,xO±exp( i /rK x .p)^( i fr ;* ,* ' ) . (712) 

Two important regimes of approximation far ft are immediately apparent (see Fig. 5): 

(i) x* — *o < *«• IB this case, the Gasman waist lies in or near the plasma volume and the 
waveCtont curvature in the plasma volume can be neglected (collimated beam). Provided * 
ia not too large, ft(x,x/;xe) -*f{t- zf). This is the ehoation moat frequently encountered 
in near Add scattering and imaging experiments. 

(ii) t - J <. XR. In this limit ft -» 1 and tbe Rytov phaae *\? approaches the plane wave Rytov 
phase at, irrespective of the position of tbe beam waist. 

When both conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, tbe plasma and observation plane are within 
the collimated region of the beam and ft may be approximated to first order in < and <' aa 
ft« l - i ( < - f ) . Notice that this approximation restores the t shift mvariancecf tbe kernels 1>X and 
2 V With the additional reasonable assumption that measurement* are perforated witliia tbe most 
intense portion of tbe beam (|Kj.>H & l?i.wo), we expand to first order in KQX m Kj.wo(*/*n) 

«J»(/ftKx./»)«a(^r;*)*exp(/KA.p)»r(^f;*) (* + ^ ~ * ) ( 7 W ) 

with the resorting approximations 

Vx(KxiP,t) = ^ e x p ( ^ C i . p ) [ a i n ( i r / . * ) - i ^ * c o a ( / f ^ ) ] (7.14) 

V,<!Lx,p,x) * ^ e x p a K x . p ) [ c o . ( / f / . * ) + i ^ 2 * s i n ( ^ * ) ] . (™) 
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figure 5: Coauaatcd Gaaaiaa teaaprobiagof aplafaasl»iris«tte 
a pent ia tat pttmt (x*). tat dttcctioa pha* (*) u d Uw RayMga nag* (**, a t m i t d from *»). The 
t f i e iti—nioat art aot to teak. 

The condition 
Ka'~TZ*7F*<l ( 7 W ) 

ia interpreted pictoriaDy in Fig. 0 and will be termed the Gmutum acar field. Observe that for 
*jt ~ *r the restriction ia identical to tbe geometric optica condition Kr* < 1. 

Aamming that Kr* & 1 (this constraint ia not ao strong aa the geometric optics condition), the 
ratio of the terms on the right side of Eq. (7.15) is of order (Kat){Kr*) « 1. Tbe second term 
in V9 can therefore be neglected and the plane wave result Eq. (6.13) for tbe phase perturbation 
is recovered in tbe Gaussian near field. On the other hand, for Vx, the second term is negligible 
only when Ka/Kr * (*W*/t) l / J < 1- An explicit expression can be obtained for xa in the limit 
of geometric optics t < if. Expanding tbe kernel Vx to first order in Kr* and substituting into 
Eq. (7.11) gives 

*»<'•'>=ijf'*'<*-*') (*!*- w f * V A B ) <7 1 7> 
which, aa already noted, reduces to Ha plane wave counterpart Eq. (6.21) when *r C *n-

% INTXRTEROMETKy 

An interferometer may employ either a single expanded Ga*»»»ei> SCSMW it inuminate part or all of 
tbe plasma cross section in a given plane, or use an array «f etowm probing beams. In either case, 
though it is valid to take w s p , in the Gaussian near fiatd (»f evidssi Kr* & 1), the measured 
beam intensity ta suan&ie quite different from that for the ideal case of plane wave illumination 
due to the spatially apodfcdng effects of tbe beam profile. It ia therefore instructive to examine 
the t-apaor a^onertiei ef the time varying part of the diffracted field intensity (see Eq. (4.17)) 
measured by the interferometer To this end we consider detected signals in tbe limit of small 
phase and amplitude perturbations. 
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The {actuating component can be expressed aa (cf. Eq. (4.19)) 

« = 2H»cUc + a*c) (81) 
where tG = ii<7«G/fcie the ncenialisedinte^ 
beama and to s e j . The above it appropriate for the scintillation diagnostic, a high sensitivity 
ftiacb-Zchnder heterodyne interferometer which operates in the geometric optics (Raman-Nats,) 
regime [NAZDOAN and SHARP (1987)1- Snot both leal «>diinaginary pert, of ^ figure in this 
expression, 1st ns for the moment consider U« normslised cotopkx "intensitr' 

e = «G#o. (8.2) 

Upon substitution for «c, we can derive the following, rather cumbersome expression for the 
ipertiiim of e : 

X op[-««(l+C ,W>(»,«')A~)^(K' J . ,n;Ofc(K' J .;'') <»J) 

where 
/o (K A ;x ) = exp[-#fiwJ(l+C»)/4] (8.4) 

is the two dimensional spatial Fourier transform of the field intensity profile %c and we have written 
C = C - Co- We have also denoted by K* the wavenumber quantity -K'x.Kx/2k9. 

8.1 Discrete Chord Interferometry 

Now consider the simple case where most of the beam energy is collected using a focussing lens 
and measured by a single detecting element. This corresponds to the standard case of discrete 
chord interferometry: 

i(0; x) = J dp <n>(p, x) io(p, x) w ( 0 ; p, x). (8.5) 

Assuming that the collecting aperture OD(P,*) «• large compared with the beam fl tensions we 
may write with little error 

?(fl;s) . *fC#(0,O;*)J 
s : r / X r f J ' / I ^ x r ( K ' A ' n ; * / ) / a ( K 1 ; s ' ) (86) 

where C* is the anti-Hermitiao part of the transform C given by Eq. (8.3). It is interesting to 
note that the contribution from the amplitude perturbations averaged over the beam area is sero 
(Cx = 0). 

Because of the diffraction and subsequent loss of high K information from the most intense 
portion of the Gaussian beam envelope, the probing beam acts as a low pass filter for transmission 
of line integrated refractive index information When (' < 1 the filter bandwidth is ~ 2/w 0 . The 
fluctuating signal can also be expressed at (c.f. Eq. (6.20)) 

HQ;x) = -r.\»J d**fi.(0,0,S) (87) 

when 0.(0,0, *0 is the filtered density on axis of the beam probe. Observe that the validity of 
this result does not require satisfaction of the geometric optics condition. It would appear that 
aa approximately bandlimited picture of the plasma profile can be produced by a set of suffi
ciently closely spaced discrete probing beams. This principle is exploited in a novel interferometer 
arraofrjment proposed by [HOWARD (1989)]. 
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&2 ffritH'rd Pin— fatal frvHwrtiy 

Now we examine the eaae when the 3-D acatteted field from • angle (expended) probing beam 
ie campled in the Gasjdaa near fidd using a Knew detector array aKgs«d m the * direction with 
centre at (0,0, x) (coincident with the axia the incident Gananan lienm). We evaluate the detected 
usteadty spectrum in the cam when both plasms and obeerver he within the colmnated portion 

l - i ( C - 0 » « I E * ( » - 5 ) ] 

C(KXsQ;x) = e x p H W / f l j T j j j j j j ^ J T ; * ) fe^ - *x;0) # ( * ! , * • ;0). (8.8) 

Observe thai the temfeagBifkaatiyweto^ <2 /w 0 . 
Iervaln«arfKlaathm>ingth»imojnalityv»ca^ 

« Krz (8.9) 

provided that 

2*a 2*e 
and Eq. (8.8) redneea to the convolation 

C(K x ,0;x) = *r(KF;z)exp[-(tfc*)V4][^(^*feXK*Q)] • ( 8 " ) 

The final inequality above ie, of comae, the Gaoanan near field condition Eq. (7.18). 
Again, the Ganaeian factor in Eq. (8.11) damp* the high wavcnumber contribution to the 

apectrnm. In the Gaussian near field, however, thia bandhmtting if a aeeond order effect and 
if neglected. The transform of *he Gaaaaian intensity profile aleo amoothf the plaema denaity 
fpectmm w a fiaihira analogous to the traasfbm£p(Kx;*) of the 3-D plaama window function 
«?(?>*) (*** Eq. (8.10)). From n practical viewpoint, however, it if the Gaussian envelope which 
ia often the moat important aperture. Ita effect, repreacnted by the 2-D convolation, if hereafter 
repreaented by the " rapeteeript. The Gatianan near field remit can therefore be more concisely 
written aa 

C(Ki,n;r) = H,{Kr\t)fl{Kr\n). (812) 
Becauee of the asjsnlially identical nature of Eqa. (8.12) and (6.16) the Raman-Nath and 

geometric eptka approximations derived for the plane wave Rytov phase can be trivially extended 
to the cam of beam (nomination in the Gaussian near fidd. Equation (8.12) could also have been 
obtained directly in the foetid domain by noting that in the ultra near fidd, +a — +, and the 
roeaaured photo-current to proportiond to the plane wave Rytov phase wdgnted by the intendty 
of the Gaussian beam. TUa ia the bade of the pbaae aeratillatiou diagnostic inetliod deaeribed by 
[SHARP (1983) and JAMES and YU (1985)). 

For line integral rneamrementf in a poloidd plane it to an excellent approximation to ig
nore the variation of n in the toroidal direction and so represent the plasma spectrum at ft as 
2*ti(K.;i')l{K1). Convolution with the Gausvian la then givea 

MK„Kf;*') = exp(-K*ml/4)#(K.ixf). (8.18) 

The 2-D photo-current spectrum to also degraded by convolution with the wavemrmber response 
of the linear detctetor array (e.f. Eq. (4.30)). We aaaume the array has linear extent D Z 2w0 so 
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that the additional Marring £ 0 *C in the direction K. caa be ignored, la the geometric optkt 
approximation, each a baser detector array gme for the phase component 

Anaaalogowexprer ~ • obtaiaed for <V Substituting for . # from Eq. (8.1S) and performing 
the integral yields 

As expected, he maanfimsnJi again yield agaoemtric projection of the 1-D plasau density protle, 
and the intensity at the detector is inversely proportional to the waist dhnenioa ia the direction 
orthofoaal to the DManrtneat array. 

It i» dearly desirable to tahe advantage of the timale relsrinaships between detected signals 
•nil the planjiisslinilnH usTmd m the geometric optka approaoawtioa. la aitaatiooe where the 
fafffag plan* m*^ b+ wfM4f fram tat plirrmi. tbm wdHjpat fan bt notuml itring imrghig 
techniques [HUGEHHOLTZ tad MEDDBNS (IMS), YOUNG cf *L (MM), HOWARD cf el. 
(1987), NAZDOAN and SHARP (1987)]. When the bean it allowed to freely propagate before 
being sensed by an array of detector. ft*. PEEBLES ef el (1987), KOiettL (1988)] the effect, 
of the propagation transfer function "ftp mast be carefully aama«d. 

8.3 Imaging fatarferometry 

When diffraction of the probing beam is important, a lens system can be need to produce an 
image of the ultra near 8eU diftVacted Ught amplitaoV u the detector piaae. Consider an incident 
Gaussian beam diffracting from a plasma wave located in some object plane (z = 0) at distance do 
in front of an infinite aperture thin lens (see Pigs. 4 and 0). Allow the light to propogate through 
the lens to an arbitrary detecting plane at distance «*i behind the lens. For a well colliniated beam 
and small scattering angles the infinite aperture assumption is a reasonable approximation. 

The field «i in the detecting plane t\ s do+d\ is given in the Prasad approximation by: 

«i(*i,*i.*i) = / / d«od>»M*o,i*j;*i,Pi;de,'i)«o(*o.iib;0) (8.18) 

where the lens kernel hi'» given by 

hL 9 oexpO'fx) hr (*o-oguih~ an;do + aix) (8.17) 

with 

a - 1/(1-di/f) (8.18) 

*x(*i,»;d-i) » - ^ ( * ? + »f + 2d?) (8.19) 
and hr is the Presncl kernel given by Eq. (8.8). Apart from the phase and scaling terms, the 
openufenoftbeleiisietoproducaaPfesuelt^^ This is especially useful for Gaussian beam 
scattering from thin phase screens where analytic solutions can be found. 

Substituting the imaging condition a « -do/dt in the exprearion Eq. (8.17) for hi yields for 
the detected field in the image plane: 

« i ( ' i . f i . l ) » - ^ « s ('Ji'-M'0) • { 9 M ) 

This is a sealed and inverted image of the scattered beam in the ultra near field (no diffraction 
effects) with magnification factor M m -Ifa. In this result we have omitted the unimportant 
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Figure 8: baagiag of tkt idd <fitnctod from a density « m for iacideat coihnateJ Gasssiaa boat 

pbaae term dx. Though spatially varying, 4l » conatent in time and is hereafter neglected. In 
wavenumber space Eq. (8.16) can be cast in the form 

Ai(a«,,a*,; «i) s -ftr(«r;«o + odi)i4o(««,«,;0). (8.21) 
a 

It is straightforward to then compute the total Born field «« at any plane *i in an imaging system 
using the above transfer relation together with the parabolic approximation to Eq. (4.27). For 
plane wave illumination, the Rytov phase is obtained through the relation Eq. (5.7). 

When the lens aperture is finite, the field in the maeec piss* is simply that given by Eq. 
(8.16) convolved with the 2-D Fourier transform of the lens pupil function vt{x9, * ) [GOODMAN 
(1968)]. In wavenumber space the angular spectrum of the field in the image plane is given by the 
well known expression 

i ! i (a* ,a» , ; ( l - l/o)rfo) * i , * ( * £ , do Jj)*(ft.,ft,;0) (8.22) 

so that, in the absence of aberrations, the lens pupil acts as an ideal low pass spatial filter. This fact 
was exploited in the imaging experiments of [YOUNG tt tL (1984) and HOWARD tt a/. (1987)] 
who used image plane detector arrays sampling at the diffraction limited Nyquist frequency. 
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• A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

Imaging experiments a n five of diffraction effects provided the Fitand length ft« difttacthm from 
the highest significant wevennmber fcatarae ia much greater than the plasma dimension L. The 
problem of diffraction ia mote significant in the freely diJEractinf cam, where the detecting plane 
may be somewhat icmote from the plana* region. It is iniportsa* to asenmtb* degradation of the 
tomogrspajeally inverted phase information dne to nnaccooated diffraction eflecte. 

The existence of signinmnt (oy/y ~ 10%) high K plasma density straetares associated with 
MUD activity in the LT-4 tokamak has bean reported by [NAZDOAN (19»)]. As an example, we 
reprodiKeasHofexpcrnnentalsigaaintvobtaintddiiim^ 7). 
The line integrated signals vary strongly across the amy (choidal separation 2 nmi) with signkant 
energy fee wavenumbers np to #f»a ~ 40 where a ~ 10 cm is the plasma radian. Nevertheless, for 
this imaging phnw scintillation •xpttinwat, diffraction from each strnctares is completely negligible 
( * , * < . 0 1 ) . 

Figure 7: laterfnometik sigtals prodaced by 15 adjacent idatillatioa caaaaels dating MHD activity on 
LT-4. Note the strong vsiiatioa betweea chords. 

For reasons of greater sensitivity nod vibration noise immunity, far-infrared wavelengths are 
typically employed for standard interferometric measurements of the plasma density [PEEBLES 
et ti. (1987)]. The effects of diffraction for these longer wavelength probes can be simulated 
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density profile 
of the calculated 

to the expanded Ga 

by competing the plaa* a m Bytov phase (Bq. ( U ) ) i * « 
baadwidth. The a*paVaace of diffraction for standard 
phaaa shifta caa than be aaanand. The aawmptioa of i 

to experiment* provided the plasm* region lies 
and the observer * in the Gaanaun aaar iakL 

We consider a plasma distribution n^x, z) that does not vary »the y directk*,» bounded by 
the unit circle (tadtaa e = 1/5 = 1) with origia at the centre aad a Olomiaeted by the iaeideat 
plana wave kg = (0,0,t»). For the paipnaa c/tonaographic iavenioa we aanune tout only pheae 
ptttarbatioaa oa the beam an aaaaared. la pufiitaft to a pttlifrtir modal of the 
<tiaUibatk», we caoc« to examine oiflractm 
centred in the plana* volume which i> eaectively baadnmited to 
Km**- For thia purpose it it conveaient to ate a truncated aeriea appnadmaUoa to the function 
6{r)/r in tanaa of aa orthocoaal Zemikt baas eet (orthogonal radial polynomials aad complex 
angular expoaeatiale). Siace the object is citxnuarly ayminetric, caly / = 0 tenna are reqaned and 
we write 

5 

wan* t> = R,{0) ait real coefficient* and R,(r) am aero order (/ = 0) Zeraike polynomials. 
Tbie representation hat the virtue of cnablmg compntation of both the geometric projections and 
spectrum &(K) in terms of the object expansion cĉ fftcknto f, and aaalyUc beak ronctkias whkh 
am orthogonal in the projection and reciprocal space* (CbebyskevaiidNeum 
(HOWARD, 1968). The distribution ia effectively buufflmited to a maximum apatial frequency 
K M ~ 25 where 5 it the nmnber of terms in the eerie* expansion. Experimental mterfrrometry 
systems typically yield no more than ~ 20 dietinct channeb in a give^ «iew of the plaamaao that 
a maximum of ~ 20 Fourier coefficients describing the eource a = n«/ncr can be extracted from 
noise fret data. With N effectively bandlimiUd to /?»•« ~ 2S, S chaanel* evenly diatributed in 
the interval [0,1] w?ll recover n, to a bandwidth K ~ wS without aliasing coatamiaation. The 
chosen test distribution ( 5 s 30, # • « ~ 40) and its spectrum are illuatratcd in Fig. 8. 

Figure 8: Otcalariy syauaetric test derivation (5 • 20) aad the nwdahw of Hs F<mrier transform. Tins 
object is effectively baaolnuled to Km„ ~ 25. 
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With the above mentioned frequency plane rapreeentation, we have computed the transform 
of the plane wave Rytov pham • , and in Fig. 9 present grey ecale contour plow of the apatial 
evolution of the real and imaginary parts of uV The dutfancn aealn a n m anita of plasm* radius 
and the diffraction patterw have bean catadated far an incidentnwvdw^As .002(X/co~.01) 
ton d i s t a n c e s 10 from the plasma midphne For a Gaaeaiaa beam wain w 0 =s I the plane wave 
apptmftnation to the Gaamnaa pham «*e ie renmnebly well aatiaftrd (KrKo** ~ 0.3, * = 10). 
A plasma of radius ~ 20 cm correaponda to a probing wavelength A ~ 400 sun and the plotted 
diffraction patteme extend to 2 m from the plasma. The critkri density n«, * 7 x 10*1 m - * 
enenrat that the weak fnctaatioa approximation n*/n«r < 1 for the Bjrtov pham ie well eatiafed 

at the edge of the plana* (x = 1). Amplitude perturbatione am noticeable and the phase profile 
bee departed somewhat from a purely geometric projection. 

This deterioration isin wiakd in the quality of the geometric Abel inversions of the difitacted 
pham profile as a function of the Sxxmmkmiempnmtin Krx. Sptn6aily,mi>nmat (Fif. 10) 

{Kr* * 0.2S,(0.2»),1.5). The Abd invntaione am obtained by computing the ecro-ordei Heakel 
traanfarmoftlwanii-Hennitianpartof*,. Implicit ie the assumption that the valum of t , lie 
along a straight cut through the origin of the transform plane. The reconstructed peak of the 
impulse source attaint the input value to within 10% only for J?>* & 0.25. With this ae a measure 
of tolerable degradation, the satisfactorily transmitted bandwidth reduces as x 1'* without the use of 
imaging techniques. However, not only is the transmitted bandwidth compromised by diffraction, 
the wave fields diffracted from structures having wavenuinbenmexomvcftliwdimvction limit will 
spoil the integrity of any reconstruction based purely on geometric inversion procedures. In such 
cases, it is imperative that diffraction effects be considered and that tomographic inversions be 
obtained using a Fourier plane interpoUtkm technique simjlar to that sagj^sted by [KAK (1985)]. 
It must be emphasised, however, mat both real and imaginary parts of the complex Rytov phase 
must be determined to properly establish the object transform. 
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Figure 9: Giajr aeala coatoar ploto ahowiag th* apatiai avontira of tha nal (bottom) aad baagbiatjr (top) 
pacta of tfc* Rjrtov phaaa for a "baadttmitad" poiat aoaica (S » 20). Th* aaaM coatoar Itvala art aaad tot 
th« dfepfajr of both imagai. 
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Figure 10: Abel iavtmioea of <p. at * « 1,(1),« for the fdd diffracted from the mice shown ia Fig. ? 
aad for a probing wavelength Jko • 0.003. The cetieapondiag nieea of the parameter Kr* are marked on 
the graph. The bold carve is the test profile. 

10 CONCLUSION 

In thin paper we have introduced a powerful and intuitive formalism for the analysis of near field 
imaging and Mattering experiments on magnetically confined plasmas. New results for Gaussian 
beam diffraction in a plasma have also been established. These results will find extensive applica
tion to a range of scattering phenomena in both near and far fields in a following paper. 

It is shown that only when certain quite stringent conditions are met do interferometric phase 
tneasuremente accurately approximate geometric line integrals of the plasma density distribution. 
Numerical simulations of diffraction from an impulse source baadlimited to wavenumbers typical 
of those occurring in fusion plasmas have been performed. These computations confirm the need 
to account for diffraction during tomographic inversion of line of sight measurements. 
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